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drive to the drinks, And Old Man Trouble has a heart, When-

Fate doth wait 'round the corner with a brick, And your stock goes up to par, Things aren't this way very much, but say! Oh joy! Oh Boy! when they are!
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REFRAIN

Ain't it a grand — and a glorious feeling, When the

world is fair and bright! — — — — — — — — — — — — — —

When nothing's gone wrong — from the breakfast gong, Till you go to

bed at night. — — — — — When you're able to say, — as you're
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hit - ting the hay,  
"This is the end ___ of a

per - fect day!"  
Ain't it a grand ___ and a

glor - i - ous feel - ing, When you feel the world's all

right!  
right!
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